The Ostrom Workshop is excited to announce a day of commemorative events celebrating the 10th anniversary of Elinor Ostrom receiving the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences

Celebrate Lin with the Ostrom Workshop at the University Club, Indiana Memorial Union
Monday, OCTOBER 7, 2019 – 4:30 - 6:00*

Featuring

• A CLIP FROM "Actual World, Possible Future" by Barbara Allen – Professor of Political Science, Carleton College and former Ostrom Student

• A DISCUSSION WITH:
  Mike McGinnis – Professor of Political Science, Indiana University and former Workshop Director.
  Jimmy Walker – Professor of Economics, Indiana University and former Workshop Director.
  Bill Blomquist – Professor of Political Science, IUPUI and former Ostrom Student

• Reception at 6:00 Following Presentations

*There will be an Open House at the Ostrom workshop from 2:00 - 4:00